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EDITORIAL
We return to our standard 24 pages for this issue of The Kiwi but hopefully I have managed to squeeze
enough things in to it that most will find something of interest. I am as keen as ever to receive contributions
from members whether it is the result of some research undertaken or simply a snippet of information on a
single stamp or cover. Share your passion, or your questions, with others. It will be appreciated.
Feedback on the quality from our new printer has been very good. Standard practice for many years has been
to receive The Kiwi in bulk and then mail it out separately. This is very time consuming, and costly, despite our
being able to acquire stamps for postage at a discount. Despite our best efforts the Post Office seems incapable
of cancelling the stamps we use which are then often defaced by the postman. A recent example is shown on
page 97. The time has come therefore to hand this task over to our printer who can offer us a significant cost
saving through the bulk discounts he enjoys. Not a decision we have taken lightly but needs must.
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SOCIETY NEWS
MEMBERSHIP NEWS
New Members:
A warm welcome to:				
A. Philbey, Glasgow
L. Philbey, Glasgow
Deceased:
C. T. C. Donald

ANNUAL SOCIETY AUCTION NOTIFICATION
Members are advised that as we have now received more than 400 lots for this year’s auction no more can
be accepted. Material can be set aside for the 2015 auction or, alternatively, members should consider offering
suitable items through the Society’s circulating club packet. Details from the Packet Secretary, John Hepworth,
(see page 87 for contact details), who can provide empty booklets for members to use.
The auction will be held on November 29 th 2014 and the catalogue will be distributed in September. As
with previous years a number of lots will be illustrated on the Society’s web-site.

AUTUMN STAMPEX 2014
For anyone that feels tempted to dip their toe in the waters of competitive
exhibiting the next opportunity in the UK will be at Autumn Stampex which takes
place at the Business Design Centre, London, from September 17th - 20th 2014.
Autumn Stampex is a national exhibition judged by nationally qualified
and FIP qualified judges where exhibits can qualify to enter at Continental and
International level. All philatelists are invited to apply. The competition is open
worldwide, although no customs assistance is offered to overseas entrants.
This exhibition includes all FIP Classes together with Cinderella and Picture
Post Card entries.
Further details can be found on the ABPS website (www.abps.org.uk). Entry forms need to be with the
organisers by 16 th July 2014 and can be downloaded from the ABPS website.

LONDON 2015 EUROPHILEX will be held at the Business Design Centre, Islington from
13th - 16th May 2015. There will be a meeting of the Society on the Saturday.
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FORTHCOMING MEETINGS

NEXT MEETING OF THE SOCIETY
The next meeting of the Society will be held on Saturday July 26 th 2014
at the Union Jack Club, Sandell Street, London, SE1 8UJ
14:00 - Postal Treatment of Postcards (John Stimson)
John will lead the session and members are encouraged to bring along relevant items of interest.

There will be a committee meeting in the morning starting at 11:00 am

NORTH OF ENGLAND REGIONAL GROUP
The next meeting of the North of England Group will be held on Saturday September 6 th 2014 at St.
Luke’s Church, Lodge Road, Orrell starting at 12:30. Members are invited to bring along new acquisitions or
items of interest.
Group Contact: - Jack Lindley  0161 705 1074

SCOTTISH REGIONAL GROUP
Members are reminded of the Society weekend to be held in Glasgow 3 rd - 5 th October 2014. See below for
further details.
Group Contact: - Michael Kirwan  0131 447 3420

MIDLAND REGIONAL GROUP
The next meeting of the Midland Group will be held on Saturday November 1 st 2014 at the usual venue, St
Anne’s Church Hall (behind the Church) Parkhill, Moseley, Birmingham B13 8EU starting at 14:00. Will
members please bring along some items of interest or a mini display.
Group Contact: - Ian Samuel  0121 449 0849

THE NEW ZEALAND SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN
GLASGOW
rd
3 - 5 th October 2014

A full programme has been put together by the Scottish Regional Group in keeping with the
tradition of these popular biennial weekend events. Full details will be in the September issue of The Kiwi.
A few rooms are still available at the hotel venue (Marriott). Contact the hotel direct ( 0141 226 1514),
rather than via their centralised booking system, and quote “New Zealand Society”.
Further details are available on the Society’s web site (http://www.nzstamps.org.uk/nzsgb/glasgow.pdf).
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MEETINGS HELD
NOTES OF THE MEETING HELD, IN LONDON, MAY 31st 2014
The morning session was given over to member’s displays of new acquisitions and items of interest. As
usual this brought forth a diverse selection of material.
Lewis Giles displayed early airmails including one cover with a fine boxed ‘loose letter’ marking.
Brian Stonestreet showed King George VI plate blocks overprinted ‘official’
Lorraine Maguire brought along a fascinating selection of WWII New Zealand prisoner of war mail from
German camps showing messages.
Andrew Dove displayed some very scarce surviving examples of parcels sent to New Zealand troops in
training camps by the Wairarapa Patriotic Committee and other during WWI.
John Stimpson showed examples of Second Sideface stamps on cover, one with a blue advert on the underside,
and a range of receipts showing the fiscal usage of the Sidefaces.
Paul Wreglesworth brought for display some covers from the 1960s with various instructional markings and
a ‘post paid’ postcard from c.1910 with a printed message regarding a sale at Strange & Co’s department store
in Christchurch. Addressed to ‘The Householder, Christchurch’ - an early example of junk mail!

“Collectors know how good their material is.
They exhibit only to see how good the judges are”
These sentiments found widespread support during the afternoon session, entitled ‘Stampex Revisited’.
The aim was to reflect on members’ success at Stampex in September 2012 (which marked the Society’s 60th
anniversary), to share views and experiences on competitive exhibiting, and of course to see or see again some
outstanding material. All or parts of the following entries, including those kindly sent by John Hepworth and
Stuart Potter, were displayed to inform debate:
Alan Baker
Derek Diamond
Andrew Dove
John Hepworth
Stuart Potter
Brian Stonestreet
Paul Woods

Paul Wreglesworth

The early years of New Zealand Health Stamps
New Zealand : the local printings of the 1898 issue
New Zealand and the Second Anglo-Boer War
Prisoners of War and Internees in New Zealand in the First World War
The New Zealand Expeditionary Force - World War I
The Story of Sunday Island Mail
QEII Officials, and George V 2d value (Kent Federation entries)
New Zealand Arms Postal Fiscal Stamps from start to finish
NZ Queen Victoria Duty and Revenue Stamps - Early Years (1867 - 1880)
NZ Queen Victoria Long Type postal fiscal stamps : 51 years - (1880 to 1931)
New Zealand Second Side Face Issue (1882 - 1900)

A complete list of members’ Stampex entries, with the marks and awards achieved, was published in the
November 2012 issue of The Kiwi.
Why do we enter competitions? : Responding to the then Chairman’s intensive powers of persuasion
featured strongly amongst members’ reasons. But, having been persuaded, members new to exhibiting
discovered other benefits, notably the motivation to research, select, organise and present material that might
otherwise languish for years in the proverbial shoebox. This in turn could reawaken ambition for developing
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a topic in greater depth. Members had also gained satisfaction from seeing their entries displayed, and viewed
by fellow philatelists, in the frames. The hope of a top medal, while often in mind, appeared rarely to be the
prime reason for exhibiting.
Planning an exhibit : The competition rules, the exhibitor’s preferences and, of course, the material
available all had to be factored in. Often deciding what to leave out, to maintain the flow of an exhibit, is
as difficult as selecting what to include. Some members sought carefully to follow the rules and direct their
efforts to where most marks were available – e.g. 20 each for treatment, knowledge and rarity, but only 5 for
presentation. Other members, including your scribe, gave the rules lower priority, selecting and presenting
material in the way they preferred, and accepting that this could attract critical comments and fewer marks
from the judges. It is always worth considering if an exhibit might better fit, say, the Postal History or Open
class rather than Traditional.

A second chance to view some of the exhibition entries from Autumn Stampex 2012

The need for exhibits in all classes to tell a story was generally agreed, though this had not always been the
case. A paper by Chris Harman*, RDP, FRPSL, Chairman of the Stampex judges in September 2012, was
viewed. This not only gave useful advice on how treatment could enhance an exhibit but also noted that in the
early 1900s whole collections were judged, with only extracts displayed in the frames. Some classes were for
“exhibits containing from 5,000 to 10,000 stamps” or even “without limit as to number”. Fortunately quantity
alone is not a factor for consideration by judges today.
Preparing the exhibit: Members often significantly underestimate the time and effort needed to prepare
a good exhibit. Experienced exhibitors adapt their styles in response to comments from judges and others.
The first page of an exhibit is crucial, since it is often all that judges see in advance to direct any preparatory
background reading. Exhibitors should therefore use this both to introduce the subject of their displays to the
judges and also, since most judges can not be experts in all areas, subtly to emphasise the philatelic significance,
rarity and even uniqueness of the contents. Some competitions allow entrants to include a synopsis for judges’
further edification, but there is no guarantee they will read it!
Members used a variety of techniques to convey information – e.g. one or more lines around a stamp to
signify rarity. Perforations were better seen against black mounts. Any forgeries displayed should be clearly
identified. A consistent style for headings, and some writing at the foot of each sheet, helps give visual balance
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and coherence. The writing should focus on the story, not crowd the sheet by reciting everything known about
a stamp or cover. The temptation to cram in too much writing is particularly acute for one frame exhibits.
Double Clarendon (443 x 283 mm) or A3 (420 x 297 mm) sheets can be used to display larger items.
Judging: Several members would have welcomed more feedback from the judges. Comments on score
sheets (if any) tended to be brief, and most exhibitors did not have opportunity to meet the judges personally,
though those that were able reported constructive encounters. While many judges’ comments, positive
and negative, had been intelligent and apposite, others had betrayed philatelic illiteracy: one had advised
the exhibitor to find better quality Prisoner of War covers from the first World War, and another (in a local
competition) had disliked an exhibit of the George V 2d value because the stamps were yellow!
The exhibit’s future: Some members who had exhibited at a national level for the first time at Stampex in
2012 said this was in recognition of a special occasion for the Society, and they had no plans to exhibit further.
Others indicated they might be tempted to compete again. All who had competed, novice or expert, had
ultimately enjoyed the experience. As for the exhibits themselves, some had been dismantled, some remained
as they were, and some were being expanded or further developed for future display.
* C G Harman, ‘Thoughts on Treatment – Using Treatment to Enhance the Appreciation of a Traditional
Exhibit’, Paper No.3, Malmo 2 nd International Philatelic Summit, April 2012, pub. Postiljonen (Sweden).
M.W.

NOTES OF THE NORTH OF ENGLAND GROUP MEETING, HELD ON MAY 17th 2014
Eight members were present including Ian Merckel who was attending his first meeting.
John Hepworth showed proof and sample material from the 1898 Pictorials and black reprints of the 1d
second sidefaces. He followed this with a selection of flaws on the 1970 4c on 2½c moth which included flaws,
missing colours and surcharge varieties.
John Atkinson shared some of his research into the background of the 1980 military issues featuring the army,
navy and air force.
Paul Wreglesworth displayed a range of used multiples from the newspaper stamp, through 1898 pictorials,
1893 advert stamps, Edward VI and George V.
Stuart Potter showed George V plate proofs, colour prints, two-perf pairs, plate blocks and booklets.
Jeff Hook discussed the difficulty in detecting watermarks on the second pictorials and displayed a corner
copy of the 9d value with WTU and the sheet number in the margin which is demonstrably single watermark.
Ian Merckel showed the results of his work in reconstructing complete panes of the 1893 advert stamps.
Jack Lindley finished the session with a comprehensive display of material from the Second Pictorials
including plate blocks and varieties.

NOTES OF THE SCOTTISH GROUP MEETING, HELD ON MAY 24th 2014
Ten members met at Ken and Julie Anderson’s house in Clarkston on Saturday afternoon 24th May. Over
a delicious lunch prepared by Ken and Julie, the meeting focussed on outstanding issues and decisions relating
to the forthcoming GLASGOW 2014 weekend meeting, led by organiser-in-chief Alexander McCulloch.
After lunch eight members gave quick shows of the displays they will be giving in Glasgow. Full details
will be revealed there!
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NEW PUBLICATIONS - REVIEW
THE 1898 PICTORIAL ISSUE OF NEW ZEALAND.
ITS DESIGN, PRINTING & USE.
Author Derek Diamond. Published 2014 by The New Zealand Society of Great Britain (Special Publication
No. 7) ISBN 9780951466766. Hardbound, 305p fully illustrated throughout in colour.
Available from the author at 9, Ashley Drive, Walton on Thames, Surrey KT12 1JL, UK. E-mail:drdiamond@mac.com. Price £55 (+ p&p).
This publication has had a long gestation and the wait
has been well worth it. It started as a discussion between
the author and Ernie Leppard, another enthusiast for the
issue, in 2004. Sadly, Ernie died in 2008 leaving Derek to
complete the work.
The book is divided into two parts: the first covers the
origins, designs and philatelic details of the stamps and the
second deals with the way that the stamps were used and
the social history of New Zealand during this period.
The common theme to the whole publication is that this
stamp issue was conceived at a time when New Zealand
was becoming well established and taking part in the
debate about becoming a Dominion within the British
Empire. The new set of stamps reflected the times and the
changing world in which they produced and issued.
In the first part, the author has made use of the official
record (where it still exists) and published information to
tell the story of each of the four printings. From there, he
has identified inconsistencies and questions remaining and
answered them as far as possible. The extent of the research
undertaken is demonstrated in the 15 pages devoted to the
Waterlow Sample stamps which came onto the market in
the 1960's.
Each of the four printings (London, First, Second and Third Local Printings) is covered in detail and there
are some fascinating vignettes within the text. Two particularly caught the eye: first, the clear description of
the difficult area of the different types of perforation (mixed, compound etc.). Secondly, the clarification of the
scratched plate numbers on the First Local Printing. In both cases, this reviewer found the conclusions drawn
convincing.
The second part places the stamps in postal history perspective by describing the use to which the stamps
were put. The first chapter of part 2 gives an overview of rates, regulations and services. It includes numerous
illustrations including envelopes from the Tattersalls trove and a patriotic cover from the Boer War. Later
chapters look at the use of each value in detail, again with many illustrations. Included in this section is a
'census' including about 120 envelopes with 6d face value or greater.
Chapters 10, 11 and 12 cover the stamps overprinted for use in the Dependencies, stamps used for Official
correspondence and Fiscal usage. The two appendices tell the stories of the inverted centre and the Reefton
Provisionals.
The book finishes with a glossary, bibliography and references and an extremely helpful index.
As noted above, the book is copiously illustrated throughout and considerable effort appears to have been
made to ensure accurate colour reproduction. The formatting and production methods of all aspects of the book
are excellent.
New Zealand is fortunate to have a wealth of excellent philatelic literature. I have no doubt that this volume
will become one of the classics of the genre. Even if you have specialist interest or knowledge of the issue, the
way that philatelic, postal and social history are integrated make this a fascinating read which should be on the
bookshelf of any collector with an interest in new Zealand philately.
Andrew Dove
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THE POSTAGE STAMPS OF NEW ZEALAND - VOLUME X
Editor Brian Vincent. Published 2013 by The Royal Philatelic
Society of New Zealand Inc., Wellington. ISBN 9780987653437.
Hardbound with dust jacket, 800p illustrated in colour.
Available from the RPSNZ, PO Box 1269, Wellington, 6140, New
Zealand. (E-mail:- office@rpsnz.org.nz). Price NZ$125 (+ p&p)
Continuing a long tradition of handbooks dating back to 1939,
Volume X covers in detail all the New Zealand Post issues from
1995 to the end of 2009. The stamps are arranged and described in
chapters including the definitive issues, commemoratives, health
stamps, Christmas, scenic and heritage issues. In addition there
is a special chapter outlining the development of FDC collecting
in New Zealand as well as chapters on the Stamp Points issues,
Prestige Booklets and Ross Dependency. CALs are recorded
in detail and there is an update on the postal stationery of New
Zealand.
Whilst a thorough listing of all new issues is to be expected
I personally look for more from ‘The Handbooks’, taking us
beyond the standard catalogues and the technical details found in
Post Office circulars. I was therefore very pleased to see a comprehensive covering, in chapter VIII, of the
single pane booklets issued during this period. Although not a aspect of New Zealand philately that I collect
personally I can appreciate this as philatelic study at its very best.
Game Bird stamps are outlined and there is a historical account of pigeon mail services in New Zealand.
The last of the Frama issues are covered and there are appendices on OPSO overprints (updated since the 2010
publication by Colin Capill), cleaned overprints and a short postal history update.
												
P.W.

NEW ZEALAND POST CELEBRATES
QUIRKY LANDMARKS
Due for release on July 2nd is this years offering
from New Zealand Post, in the category of ‘Kiwiana’.
A set of eighteen 80 c stamps featuring New Zealand’s
Legendary Landmarks.
Each stamp shows a ‘Town Icon’ from one of
Clinton, Colac Bay, Cromwell, Feilding, Hunterville,
Manaia, Mossburn, Ohakune, Opononi, Otorohanga,
Paeroa, Pukekura, Rakaia, Rakiura, Taihape, Taupo,
Te Puke, and Tirau.
The stamps together make up a single gummed
sheet, the design of which depicts a classic Kiwi
fridge with postcards atached and held in place with
NZ related fridge magnets.
An attractive grouping for those who collect
modern issues although somewhat strange that some
of the images are identical to those used for the 1998
‘Town Icon’ issue.
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THE KAs AND JAs ON THE MAIN TRUNK
Tony Hope
As a general non-specialist collector I do like to relate items in my collection to those happy days between
1957 and 1967 which I spent in the Royal New Zealand Army Service Corps. For example the New Zealand
1940s publicity cover (Figure 1) that features a ‘KA’ class express locomotive which, along with the later ‘JA’
class locomotive (Figure 2), hauled the “Night Limited” expresses on the Auckland to Wellington Main Trunk
line. The New Zealand Railways operate on a 3′6″ gauge hence, at the time, they were reputed to be the most
powerful narrow gauge locomotives in the world.

Figure 1: A New Zealand Railway publicity envelope from 1940 featuring a ‘KA’ class locomotive.

I well remember these monster engines
steaming through the night up from Wellington
or down from Auckland, often through
snow or rain storm, arriving with the “Night
Limited” at Waiouru (Military Camp) station.
When duty officer I had to meet the train
which carried C.M.T.s (Compulsory Military
Trainees), Regular Force Cadets, Regulars on
posting etc., all leaving the train to undertake
a sojourn at New Zealand’s largest military
establishment.

Figure 2: A ‘JA’ class locomotive was illustrated on the
10c value of the 1973 Steam Locomotives Issue.
(enlarged to 200%)
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The postcard (Figure 3) depicts Waiouru
Station soon after the opening of the Main
Trunk line in 1908. Waiouru at 3000ft was the
highest station on the line. The two mountains
on view are Mount Ruapehu to the left and in
the background to the right, in eruption, is the
active volcano Mount Ngauruhoe.
July 2014

Figure 3: The south bound express at Waiouru Station. Mount Ruapehu
and Mount Ngauruhoe (in eruption) are visible in the background.

In 1959 I met my wife to be, (and we are both still on parade after 55 years), at Waiouru Military Camp
where she worked the tele-printer link to the Military Districts and Army HQ, Wellington. Oh happy days when the world was young and so were we!

BEST LAID PLANS ....................
For several years Derek Diamond,
assisted by members of his family,
has taken on the task of preparing
envelopes for mailing out The Kiwi.
The Society has been fortunate,
in recent years, to acquire stamps
at a discount but, as many of these
are small denominations, it presents
something of a challenge - repeated
six times a year on 250 envelopes.
Despite all this effort it is
particularly galling when the Post
Office cannot be bothered to cancel
the stamps and even more frustrating,
for those who collect GB stamps,
when the postman decides that he
will test out his biro and deface,
beyond doubt, all of the stamps on
the envelope.
The example here was reported to us by David Gardiner. We can only apologise to David and others who
have experienced similar vandalism from the Post Office. I only wish we had some control over this.
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PHOTO - PROOFS
THE BLACK AND WHITE OF POSTAGE STAMP ESSAYS
Terry Hancox
Origins
James Berry was prolific in the design of New Zealand and Southern Ocean
stamps and often submitted additional designs to the New Zealand Post Office
that he thought were appropriate to the subject at hand. At that time, the 1950s,
the Post Office requested design material in a size eight times that of the issued
stamp, a request that would help the engraver obtain sufficient detail to transfer
the design to stamp size. Most artists, Berry included, produced hand drawn
pen and ink, or pencil, designs reducing the drawings themselves to stamp size
Figure 1: 1940 Centennial
design by James Berry
by the use of photography. The resultant photographs became the photo-proofs.
Berry disposed of much of this material during his lifetime, for those of his
essays that were unsuccessful, the Post Office retained those that went on to become issued stamps. Although
not confined to James Berry, much of the photo-proof material reproduced in this article is of his work.
Photo-proofs are what their name suggests, photographs of images of stamp designs. They are true
photographs, most often black and white, seen on thick, glossy photographic paper, usually cut down to depict
a stamp image at stamp size or larger. Drawn ‘perforations’ are often added in the design work to aid the
interpretation or ‘feel’ of a postage stamp.

Figure 2: Photo proofs produced from essays for air mail stamps and a frame for the 1935 Silver Jubilee issue.
This photograph (actual size) shows the method for photo-reduction as a newspaper is seen clearly behind the essays.
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The three essays (Figure 2) are placed on top of a newspaper to photograph, illustrating the relative size of
the originals when compared to the text on the newspaper.
It is interesting to see the ‘debris’ outside of the stamp essays (Figure 3) but inside the edges of the
photograph. Clearly these derive from the photographic process. The answer can be seen more clearly in the
second illustration below (Figure 4) which is taken from a photographic glass plate of the original image, in
negative, from which the paper photograph was subsequently taken. For the time period, the only technology
generally available to copy images was photography. In this way drawings could be reproduced faithfully
without losing detail. The added advantage was that size could be altered, enabling the artist to see how the
design would look when reduced to stamp size.

Figures 3 and 4: Photo proofs from designs by James Berry for the 1940 Centennial as a composite of six designs
reduced to stamp size and the equivalent photographic plate, in negative, from which the proof image was produced.
Note the use of paper clips to keep the individual images together and a ruler, presumably in inches, to show the scale.

There appears to be a significant amount of photo-proof material in the market place today, showing design
artwork in varying degrees of completion and in varying sizes. Given the state of photography, it is not surprising
that examples can be found with
different exposure (brightness
and contrast), especially from
early examples in the 1950s and
before.
Part of a Design Process
Photo-proof material gives
designers the perfect opportunity
to produce ‘test images’ to satisfy
themselves, and the Post Office,
that the oversized design work will
look appropriate when reduced
to stamp size, ensuring that the
detail is not lost or ‘crowded’.
This is well demonstrated with
James Berry’s work for the 1940
Centennial 1/- stamp (Figure 5).
The Kiwi Volume 63, No. 4

Figure 5: Design stages for James Berry’s 1940 Centennial 1/- stamp showing
early concept (left), later near complete (centre) and final issued stamp (right).
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Here Berry took his original concept for the design, concentrating on the rightmost panel, to form the vertically
orientated artwork for the Giant Kauri Tree. The last photo-proof shows the design close to that of the issued
stamp, albeit the fern to the bottom right is hidden in the issued stamp.
It is not uncommon to find photo-proofs depicting stages in the life of the design of a particular stamp,
starting with the artists concept, through refinement to final design. Berry’s original design (left hand image)
looked overly complicated and crowded, simplifying the design produced a more symbolic design.

Figure 6: A large design (above) by L. C. Mitchell for the 1940 Centennial Issue.
The artwork is close to the final approved design for the issued stamp (right) with
small changes to the border and the shape of the values ‘3d’ in the top corners.
(artwork shown above reduced from it’s original size of 18.8cm x 11cm)

The design work by L.C. Mitchell (Figure 6) also shows the concept taken closer to the final stamp design.
Here, the detail of the clouds and frame is re-imaged to draw the viewer’s attention to the central portion of
the deign.
The use of photo-proofs also makes it possible to produce publicity material, in advance of the release of the
final stamps whilst using images that are as close to the final design as possible. An example of this can be seen
with some of the surviving proof material produced for the 1946 Peace Issue. The card illustrated (Figure 7)
has eleven ‘imperforate’ photo-proofs, one of each of the values that was ultimately issued. The arrangement,
with pencilled border and measurements, gives the impression that this may have been used as the basis of
some form of media release information or historical notes, or simply to propose a good arrangement for the
stamps to be placed on a first day cover.
Although the stamps for the 1949 Royal Visit were never issued, proof material, including photo-proofs, did
come to the philatelic market. The work of two designers, James Berry and L.C. Mitchell, (Figure 8) suggests
that these may have been prepared as part of the process in transferring the designs to the final stamp size.
Alternatively they may also have been intended for use as publicity material.
The Kiwi Volume 63, No.4
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Figure 7: Photo-proofs of the final designs for the 1946 Peace Issue mounted on thick card,
with pencil markings perhaps suggesting a preferred layout for publicity purposes.

Figure 8: Publicity photo-proofs of the proposed designs for the 1949 Royal Visit (prepared but never issued).
The 2 d, 3 d and 5 d designs were by James Berry whilst the 6d was the work of L.C. Mitchell.
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The design work illustrated below (Figure 9) indicates that the process for stamp design, including the
production of photo-proofs, continued through to the 1970s. Or at least James Berry continued to employ
the process. The images themselves however show a move from pen and ink layout to a smoother ‘painted’
artwork as follows stamp design at that time.

Figure 9: Six unsuccessful designs produced by James Berry for the 1970 Pictorial Issue.
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Conclusion
In modern times, there is no longer a need for photo-proofs. The technique has been superseded by computer
aided techniques of scanning and printing. When such technology did not exist, to translate artwork to stamp
size, the designers of that time had to resort to the only processes available to them. The photo-print, a black
and white image of the artwork, was a by-product of the photo-reduction method used in that process.
It is certainly not the same as the essay material one would find from reproductions of classical designs, but
the photo-print is a modern variation. They illustrate elements of the design process no longer employed and,
as such, are a true part of history. It is for the individual collector to decide whether they present an opportunity
to study the development of a stamp issue, are merely of passing interest, or should just be discarded. Certainly
the philatelic trade is of mixed opinion. Some list them as ‘novelty’ and price them accordingly, whilst others
perhaps recognise their importance - and the price goes up!
Bibliography:
Tye, J.R., ‘The Image Maker, The Art of James Berry’, pub. Hodder and Stoughton. (1984).
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1980 25 c TE HAU - PERFORATION ERROR
The strip of four stamps (from columns 8 -10 of the sheet) shown below would appear to be a simple case
of a double strike of the comb perforator and in fact is described as such under ‘Major Flaws’ (p 67 in Vol VIII,
Postage Stamps of New Zealand). However closer inspection reveals some interesting aspects to this piece.
There is a clear overlapping second strike of the comb head (1) and there is then a ‘skip’ in the strikes of the
comb head (moving sideways across the sheet) leaving a narrow unperforated length (2). The result of this is
one stamp (column 10) measures 26.5 mm in width (3) compared to the normal 25 mm width.
Looking more closely at the format of the comb strike it would appear to be in the form of a trunkated ‘H’
on its side. The strike through column 10 and the extra strike over columns 8 and 9 reveal two pins to the right
of the crossbar of the ‘H’ and 13 pins to the left. The result of a single strike therefore perforates part of two
stamps without perforating the horizontal edge of any single stamp completely; reminiscent of the Chambon
perforations seen on the lower
2
1
values of the 1960 Pictorial
Definitives.

3

This is an unusual comb
format and I do not recall seeing
it described previously. If anyone
has any further information I
would be interested to hear from
them.
- Paul Wreglesworth

STEVEN ZIRINSKY
MEMBER PTS, APS, NZSDA, APTA, PPS

NEW ZEALAND
POSTAL HISTORY
& COVERS
Frankings, Rates, Routes, Postmarks
Airmails, Military, Postal Stationery,
Events, Official Mails etc., etc.
Why not join our Postal Bids Catalogue
Mailing List? These bi-annual productions
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NZ, Australasia and around the Globe.

PO BOX 230049, Ansonia Station, New York, NY 10023 USA

szirinsky@cs.com

www.zirinskystamps.com
@ZirinskyStamps
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DELAYED WARTIME COVER
Response to ‘Request for Help’ from Tony Hope
In the last issue of The Kiwi member Tony Hope sought a possible explanations as to where his New Zealand
Express Company cover might have spent the war years. Addressed to Antwerp and posted in September 1914
it finally arrived in Belgium in December 1918 (Ref. 1).
Robert Duns of Christchurch, New Zealand has found some information in an unpublished manuscript by
Robin Startup (now held in the ‘Startup Archive’, Christchurch Philatelic Society) which may be relevant.
Censorship of cables and telegrams had been introduced from August 1st 1914 and Startup recorded :“Mail services to Germany, Austria and their postal agencies overseas, and to Hungary and Luxembourg,
were suspended from 9 October 1914”.
Germany invaded Belgium on August 4th 1914 and Robin’s manuscript indicates that censorship of mail to
and from abroad was introduced around that time:“Late in 1914, by virtue of Section 27 of the Post and Telegraph Act 1908, which gave the Postmaster
General power to detain and open postal packets”
Post Offices were not officially notified of the introduction of postal censorship until January 1st 1915.
However with the speed events were unfolding in Europe there is every likelihood that, in practice, major post
offices like Wellington began to detain mail from an earlier date.
(continued on page 105)
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(continued from page 104)
“Censorship on mail matter addressed to enemy countries was not lifted until 16 th November 1920, and to
all other countries from December 1918 or January 1919”
As Tony’s cover is postmarked (on arrival at Antwerp) December 19 th 1918 this would fit with the dates
for the lifting of censorship recorded in Robin Startup’s manuscript. The likelihood is that it spent the war years
in the Wellington Post Office.

Figure 1: Section of the cover showing meter markings underneath the stamps

That would seem to offer a rational explanation for the delay in the delivery of Tony’s New Zealand Express
Company cover. However, Robert Duns and member Bob Watson of Lower Hutt, New Zealand spotted another
interesting feature of the cover.
Closer inspection of Tony’s cover (Figure 1) reveals the faint impression of machine frankings which the
New Zealand Express Company used routinely on their mail. These meter markings are just visible behind the
postage stamps. A Wellington machine postmark of 4 SP 1914 has been applied over the top of the meter mark
and then the three stamps have been added above both and postmarked 5 SP 1918.
Up until 1922 meter markings were not permissible on overseas mail but the New Zealand Post Office
handled these items in very different ways. (Ref. 2):
•

September 2 nd 1907 - July 31st 1915
- Stamps to the value of the imprints were added by the Post Office

•

August 1st 1915 - December 31st 1921
- Letters with only meter impressions were treated as unpaid and charged postage due

•

From January 1st 1922
- Mail with meter impressions was acceptable in international mails

Tony’s cover to Antwerp falls into the first period when the meter marks were not permitted and
postage stamps have been added by the Post Office in Wellington to cover the overseas postage rate.
It is unclear whether this would be charged back to the sender or if the Post Office regarded the mail
as pre-paid and added the stamps to avoid confusion when received by overseas postal authorities.
References:
1. Hope, A., ‘Request for Help from Members’, The Kiwi, vol 63, no 3, pp 81 (2014)
2. Robertson, G. I., ‘A Far-reaching Innovation’ , pub. Postal History Society of New Zealand (2003).
Tony’s cover has attracted much interest and I am grateful to all who have sent me comments. If you have a stamp or a
cover that is puzzling you then consider asking our knowledgeable members for help through the pages of The Kiwi.
- editor
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H.M. S/M TRUMP - NAVY POSTAGE CONCESSION RATE
Paul Wreglesworth

Figure 1: Cover postmarked Wellington 29 JL 64 to Southsea, England. Posted at the Forces Concession Rate

A letter (Figure 1) posted at the correct forces concession rate of 6 d
per ½ oz. and endorsed with an unusual boxed ‘Navy Postage Concession
Rate’ (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Rubber stamp indicating
‘Navy Postage Concession Rate’

The return address on the back of the envelope is given as H.M S/M
Trump, c/o GPO, Sydney - although returning a letter to a submarine
might be a challenge for even the most committed postman!

In 1960 Trump (Figure 3) along with Taciturn and Tabard rejoined
the 4th Submarine Flotilla at Sydney, Australia. From there they operated with units of the Far East Fleet, the
Royal Australian Navy and the Royal New Zealand Navy. In June 1964 she participated in the NEWS EX antisubmarine exercise in the Hauraki Gulf off the coast of New Zealand. This letter was presumably posted during
the period of these exercises. Trump was scrapped at Newport in August 1971.

Figure 3: HMS Trump was a ′T′ class submarine commissioned
in 1944 and based in Perth, Western Australia during the war.
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